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Why Kiteworks?
There’s a reason why more than 3,800 leading enterprises and government agencies trust
Kiteworks with their external file sharing and data governance needs, and why 25 million
users have used Kiteworks solutions when sharing confidential information with colleagues,
partners, and vendors across organizations and devices.
The reason is enterprise-grade security.
Enterprise data security is a top priority for leading enterprises and government agencies. Kiteworks’ leading
external secure file sharing solution is built for security from the ground up.
In fact, at Kiteworks, security drives not just the design of our solutions but also the design of all our processes and
procedures.
This document provides an overview of the security features in and capabilities of our secure file sharing platform that
provides your organization with full visibility and control of your most sensitive enterprise data as its shared externally.

Architecture of Deep Defense
How do you ensure that your data is always secure, confidential, accurate, reliable, available,
and under your control?
You use a defense-in-depth solution that applies a military strategy to secure your systems
and your data.
The design principle behind Kiteworks’ secure file sharing platform is a military layering tactic. We use several
independent methods and multiple layers of defense to protect the content management systems and business
applications we integrate with from attack—methods such as protection against espionage and direct attacks, as
well as methods that reduce and mitigate the consequences of a security breach by buying the organization time
to detect and respond to an attack.
Our platform enforces security at every level, starting at the network level and going deeper into the application
and data levels. We also build security into our software development and product management processes.
The first level of security is provided at the network level. Kiteworks’ network topology is designed to reduce an
organization’s attack surface and provide protection from outside threats. For on-premise deployments, only the
web layer is exposed in the DMZ. All server-to-server communication is encrypted with automated key rotation,
and all server-to-client-device communications use SSL/TLS. Web services can be separated from end-user data
by IT administrators so that user files and metadata are hosted behind your corporate firewall. Only necessary
services are kept running and only required ports are kept open.
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Each tier can be scaled independently to add load balancing and redundancy as needed.
The three key benefits of Kiteworks' multi-tier architecture are:
•

Reduced attack surface

•

Data integrity

•

High scalability and availability

Kiteworks architecture

Deeper security is embedded in the application level through security settings that are designed to ensure data
integrity. We provide account access and configurable authentication security, integrated SSO and LDAP/AD,
embedded antivirus, and integrations with data leak prevention and advanced threat prevention software. Audit
logs can be sorted by attribute and exported for audits and legal requests.
Still deeper security is provided at the data level through encryption of data in transit and data at rest. Our data
encryption module is FIPS 140-2 certified.
And at the deepest process level, we offer one-click software updates to keep system libraries up to date and to
provide security patches on a priority basis.
Kiteworks conducts full penetration and code reviews for all products once a year using an external party. In
addition, we run another penetration test every six months and enable customers to perform their own penetration
tests at any time.
We adhere to OWASP coding practices and use off-the-shelf tools such as Burp Suite that are built around
the OWASP model, as well as internally created tools for QA and penetration testing for every release. We run
automation scripts and unit tests before every release to ensure product stability.
Our products also undergo regular third-party security audits.
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First Line of Defense: Network Security
Network topology is the key to creating secure networks. Kiteworks offers five secure deployment options: On
Premises Private Cloud, Customer Hosted IaaS, Kiteworks Hosted Private Cloud, Hosted FedRAMP, and Hybrid
Private Cloud.

On-premise Private Cloud Deployment
This type of deployment is done on your premises, using a VMware or Hyper-V virtual machine. On-premise
environments offer the highest levels of security and control as they enable the enterprise to keep servers,
storage, application service, metadata, and authentication within the organization’s firewall. Most securityconscious organizations tend to prefer an on-premise deployment.
On-premise deployments that are 100% on premises create a private cloud environment in the company’s data
center for a single-tenant dedicated instance that prevents any co-mingling of data. Furthermore, the organization
itself controls the encryption keys; Kiteworks does not have any access to customer data.

Customer Hosted IaaS Deployment
Customers who want to deploy Kiteworks on their AWS or Azure resources can deploy it in the same way they
would on their VMware or Hyper-V systems on premises.

Kiteworks Hosted Private Cloud Deployment
This type of deployment is hosted by Kiteworks, using Microsoft Azure or Amazon Web Services (AWS) EC2.
Hosted deployments enable enterprises to rapidly implement secure file sharing, quickly scale resources and
teams, and manage peaks in usage.
The hosted private cloud deployment provides a dedicated instance with no co-mingling of data. It gives the
customer full control of application policies and system settings.

Microsoft Azure
Microsoft Azure is a public cloud service platform that supports a broad selection of operating systems,
programming languages, frameworks, tools, databases, and devices. Azure’s infrastructure is designed from the
facility to applications for hosting millions of customers simultaneously, and it provides a trustworthy foundation
upon which businesses can meet their security needs. In addition, Azure provides organizations with a wide array
of configurable security options and the ability to control them so that you can customize security to meet the
unique requirements of your deployments to meet your IT control policies and adhere to external regulations.
These include: CDSA, CJIS, DFARS, EU-US Privacy Shield, FedRAMP, FERPA, FIPS 140-2, HITRUST, ISO 27001, ITAR,
NIST 800-171, PCI DSS, SOC 1-3, and many more.
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AWS
Amazon Web Services (AWS) delivers a scalable cloud computing platform with high availability and dependability,
providing the tools that enable customers to run a wide range of applications. AWS is responsible for protecting the
global infrastructure that runs all of the services offered in the AWS cloud. This infrastructure, which is comprised
of the hardware, software, networking, and facilities that run AWS services, is designed and managed according to
security best practices as well as a variety of security compliance standards. AWS customers can be assured that
they are building web architectures on top of some of the most secure computing infrastructure in the world. The IT
infrastructure that AWS provides to its customers is designed and managed in alignment with security best practices
and a variety of IT security standards, including: SOC 1-3, FISMA, DIACAP, FedRAMP, PCI DSS Level 1, ISO 27001, ITAR,
FIPS 140-2 and others. In addition, the flexibility and control that the AWS platform provides allows customers to
deploy solutions that meet several industry-specific standards, including: CJIS, CSA, FERPA, HIPAA, and more.

Hosted FedRAMP Deployment
Kiteworks' FedRAMP authorized solution for moderate impact data is available to Government agencies and
commercial businesses in isolated environments on Amazon Cloud.
This deployment option is ideal for organizations that require the highest level of security or are required by the
Federal Government to have a compliant security plan for sharing data. Compliance with ITAR is one such example.
FedRAMP authorization requires an extensive application process involving thorough documentation of Kiteworks'
security processes, assessments of related systems, creation of a System Security Plan, and training and
certification of Kiteworks employees who have access to the FedRAMP environment—over 400 controls in total.
Kiteworks has assembled a team of security and IT experts to support FedRAMP customers and, per FedRAMP
requirements, this team is comprised of U.S. citizens, based within the United States.
In order to retain FedRAMP Authorization status, Kiteworks undergoes continuous monitoring, vulnerability
scanning, and annual audits of our controls. These audits are performed by a Third Party Assessment Organization
(3PAO), which is also FedRAMP authorized.

Hybrid Deployment
Kiteworks also offers an on-premise and hosted hybrid private cloud deployment. Hybrid deployments are ideal for
capacity planning and for supporting remote offices (offices that are not close to a company’s data center).
The hybrid deployment mixes on-premise servers and hosted servers for selected roles (such as storage) and
Enterprise Connect applications (such as SharePoint), separated by firewall from the hosted private cloud
deployment that delivers a single tenant environment.

Geographical Segregation and Data Sovereignty
Kiteworks enables IT administrators to set up rules restricting data movement across data centers and geographical
regions. For example, they can specify that all files uploaded by users in a particular country or geographical region
stay in that region, thus allowing for separation of data and complying with data sovereignty regulations.
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Achieving Data Sovereignty With Kiteworks

Support for Disabling TLS 1.0 and 1.1
Because of security concerns with older versions of TLS, Kiteworks allows administrators to disable TLS 1.0 and 1.1,
ensuring that traffic is transmitted securely over TLS 1.2.

Second Line of Defense: Application Security
Kiteworks provides an extensive suite of account access and authentication policy management features
that can be customized to meet your business requirements. Many of the features are configurable by your IT
administrators. Your enterprise can determine the level of control that needs to be exercised for corporate file
access and tracking.

Account Access and Authentication
Kiteworks provides comprehensive and flexible sign-in and authentication management tools.

Sign-in
Kiteworks uses OAuth authentication for user sign-in to the server. Users are required to enter their user name and
password. Upon successful authentication, the application retrieves an access token from the server that is used
in further communications with the server during the session.
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Authentication
Kiteworks provides configurable authentication policies for password, files, data, and URL calls:
Password strength policy. Configure password requirements, such as the minimum number of characters, number
of numeric character(s) between 0 and 9, number of special characters, and number of upper- and lowercase
characters required for passwords.
Password Expiration policy. Configure time period for active/working passwords.
Password History policy. IT administrators can set a policy to allow or disallow the re-use of passwords by users.
Account lockout policy. Configure number of wrong sign-in attempts before lockout.
Data access policy. Select option to restrict data access to authenticated users who have been granted access to
the content.

Single Sign-on and LDAP integration
For enterprise accounts, Kiteworks provides your IT administrators with the ability to centralize user account
control and management using the following features:
•

Active Directory/multi-LDAP/LDAPS
•

SAML 2.0 and Kerberos integration to support single sign-on and information exchange between
different security domains.

Two-factor Authentication
For enterprises that use 2FA, Kiteworks leverages the industry standard RADIUS protocol to integrate with the
customer’s 2FA solution.
2FA for Kiteworks can be integrated with any server using the RADIUS protocol. Kiteworks passes the user’s
authentication credentials over RADIUS protocol to the 2FA RADIUS server. The server’s response determines if
the user can sign in or not.
Kiteworks guides customers in choosing the authentication flow that is appropriate and required for their 2FA
solution. Kiteworks has a one-time password option that administrators can enable for occasions when external
users don’t have access to an enterprise’s internal RADIUS system.

Pre-authentication Redirect Login Flow
Kiteworks enables IT administrators to implement an alternative login flow for users of single sign-on (SSO)
services, including SSO services that work with Personal Identity Verification (PIV) and Common Access Card
(CAC) cards, which are mandated by several U.S. government agencies. When this alternative login flow is enabled,
Kiteworks prompts users for a username or email address before displaying a password field. Once the username
or email address is entered, Kiteworks takes one of two actions. If the user is registered with an SSO service,
Kiteworks automatically redirects the user to the organization’s SSO identity provider, so the user can enter his/
her password for the SSO service. If the user is not an SSO user, Kiteworks displays the standard password field for
the user’s Kiteworks account.
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Password History Policy
IT administrators can set a policy to allow or disallow the re-use of passwords by users.

Antivirus
Antivirus software is integrated within Kiteworks to scan files being uploaded to any Enterprise Content
Management (ECM) system connected to Kiteworks or to Kiteworks itself. If a file containing a virus is found,
Kiteworks immediately quarantines the file and prevents it from being uploaded. The antivirus service can be
enabled or disabled by IT administrators. Kiteworks uses F-secure antivirus software for multi-device Internet
security for PC, Mac, smartphone, and tablet.

Advanced Threat Prevention, Including Zero-day Attacks
Leveraging integrations with leading Advanced Threat Prevention (ATP) solutions, Kiteworks provides organizations
an integrated governance framework over all of the content entering or leaving the organization to prevent malware
from infiltrating the organization’s network. Granular visibility and control of content going through the Kiteworks
platform enables organizations to analyze and either block or simply report on any threats of malicious data
detected by the ATP solution.

Data Loss Prevention
IT administrators can integrate Kiteworks with popular Data Loss Prevention (DLP) systems that support the
Internet Content Adaptation Protocol (ICAP) such as Forcepoint, Trend Micro, Symantec, Fidelis, Palisade
Systems, and Digital Guardian.
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Once integrated, Kiteworks can be configured to run a DLP scan on any file downloaded from a connected ECM
system or uploaded to a cloud based content system to ensure that no data privacy policies are being violated.
If a file violates the DLP policies, it is marked as non-compliant and put into quarantine to prevent it from
being downloaded, uploaded or shared. Both the sender and recipient are notified of the quarantine. Only IT
administrators can remove a file from quarantine. By supporting DLP scans, Kiteworks helps prevent Personally
Identifiable Information (PII) and other sensitive data from being inadvertently leaked.
DLP for Kiteworks is a licensed feature.

Folder Permissions
Kiteworks provides robust yet flexible folder permission management features to enable your IT administrators to
control access to enterprise content across the organization.
The following folder permissions management features are available:
•

File Tracking. Folder Owners, Managers, and Collaborators can view activity logs to see who has accessed a
folder, and downloaded/uploaded/edited/deleted files, and added comments.

•

Notifications. Folder Owners, Managers, Collaborators, and Downloaders can subscribe to receive e-mail
alerts when files or comments are added by members, i.e., anyone with access to a folder.

•

Secure Links. Folder Owners, Managers, and Collaborators can share files securely by sending recipients a
secure link to their files.

•

Collaboration. Folder Owners and Managers can manage users and internal and external stakeholders
who have access permissions to their secure folders by assigning them user roles depending on business
requirements.

•

Online Viewer. Viewers can view documents within the browser or Mobile App without being granted
permission to download them. This feature increases not only user productivity but also data security since it
does not store local copies of documents on endpoints.

Desktop File Synchronization
Kiteworks provides robust, secure, and flexible file synchronization. Your IT administrators can enable continuous
sync, on-demand sync, or scheduled sync. Once folder sync has been enabled, users with Manager privileges can
enable or disable sync for individual folders.
Kiteworks file synchronization security features include:
•

Authenticating Kiteworks desktop client sessions through OAuth.

•

Authenticating end-users to the Kiteworks desktop client through LDAP/AD, SAML, and Kerberos.

•

Enabling IT administrators to view Kiteworks activity logs and track files that are being synchronized.

•

Set the desktop clients to encrypt the synced data and lock the sync folder when not in use.

•

Remote wipe for desktop clients.
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Mobile Push and Mobile Sync
Data is protected with encrypted containers that can be remotely wiped by an IT administrator should a mobile
device be lost or stolen or the device owner leaves the organization.

Audit Trail
Kiteworks automatically logs all file and user activities in the application. The audit log provides your IT
administrators full insight into system activities, user activities, file activities, and overall system health. Audit
trails and comprehensive file tracking help enterprise organizations demonstrate compliance with internal policies
and government regulations. Audit logs are date/time stamped and tracked by user, email address, IP address, and
action taken. IT administrators can sort by these attributes and also export the audit log either as a CSV file or to a
Syslog server. Finally, your IT administrator determines how long logs are stored on the platform.

Advanced Governance and eDiscovery
For internal investigations and eDiscovery efforts, Kiteworks offers a Data Leak Investigator role. The DLI is able to
run reports on individual users, download files accessed by those users, and download all emails sent to or from
those users via Kiteworks. The DLI role can also be exposed using our enterprise APIs to integrate Kiteworks with
your existing eDiscovery tools.
eDiscovery for Kiteworks is a licensed feature.

FIPS 140-2
Kiteworks uses a FIPS 140-2 Level 1 certified module for secure file sharing for both on-premise and hosted cloud
deployments. Data in transit is encrypted with FIPS-certified cipher suites and cryptographic algorithms.
FIPS support for Kiteworks is a licensed feature.

Compliance
Kiteworks enables compliance with industry and government regulations, including GDPR, SOX, HIPAA (with signed
BAA), ITAR, SOC2 and SSAE 16 Type 2, and FedRAMP.
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Third Line of Defense: Data Security
Kiteworks offers an extremely secure data encryption strategy.

Encryption
Kiteworks encrypts all content in its system, whether the files are in transit or at rest.
Data in transit is secured via an SSL/TLS encrypted connection. Data at rest is encrypted with 256-bit AES encryption.

User-friendly Digital Rights Management (DRM)
Integrated user-friendly DRM capabilities enhance the protection of documents without sacrificing end-user
productivity. DRM features include a View Only role, custom watermarking, and the ability to withdraw files.
•

View Only Role. Users can only view content within the browser or Mobile App, and cannot download or
synchronize content to their desktop or device.

•

Watermarking. Users can only view an image of the file with a customizable watermark. Watermarks deter
unauthorized file sharing via screen capture or hard copy printing.

•

File Withdraw. Users can withdraw previously sent files. Once withdrawn, file links immediately expire,
preventing recipients from accessing content.

Secure Message Transmission With or Without Email Attachments
When sending email messages, web and Outlook users of Kiteworks have the option of securing the attachment alone,
the message body alone, or both. IT administrators have the option of requiring all message bodies to be secured.

Fourth Line of Defense: Secure Processes
Updates
Kiteworks provides periodic updates to keep system libraries up to date.

Security Processes
The following security processes are followed to ensure major risks are accounted for:
•

Kiteworks runs a bug bounty program to find security vulnerabilities. The bug bounty program is offered by
many websites and software developers by which individuals can receive recognition and compensation for
reporting bugs, especially those pertaining to exploits and vulnerabilities.

•

Kiteworks performs developer training on best practices based on OWASP Top 10 and SANS Top 25.

•

The Security team runs security review of all features and only features that pass the review can be released.
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•

Kiteworks uses Burp Suite which is an integrated platform for performing security testing of web applications.
Burp Suite maps and analyzes periodically and before every release web applications, finding and exploiting
vulnerabilities.

•

Kiteworks runs Nessus scans to detect third-party vulnerabilities. Nessus is a remote security scanning tool,
which scans a computer and raises an alert if it discovers any vulnerabilities that malicious hackers could use
to gain access to any computer you have connected to a network.

•

Kiteworks runs internal white box scans. White box testing is a security testing method that can be used to
validate whether code implementation follows intended design, to validate implemented security functionality,
and to uncover exploitable vulnerabilities.

•

All vulnerabilities found through these different means are classified and rated using CVSSv3. They are then
prioritized for fixing based on a severity rating scale which is used to determine the release dates using a
standard scoring system.

Security Updates
Regular security updates are made to mitigate and resolve vulnerabilities. Policy enforcement updates are
performed. Kernel and software updates are made to avoid security risks.

Patch Management
Kiteworks rolls out patches on a priority basis. Because the Kiteworks appliance includes the operating system,
database server, webserver, and the application, Kiteworks' patches cover all of these pieces. IT administrators
don’t have to monitor each piece for patch updates or worry about compatibility. The sever monitors for patches
and, when a patch is available, IT administrators apply the patch with one click.

Security Audits
Kiteworks products undergo regular third-party security audits. For more information, please contact Kiteworks.
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Mobile Security: Architecture of Special Defense
Mobile file sharing is particularly vulnerable to security breaches.
Our solution enables secure mobile access to Kiteworks accounts from mobile browsers and Kiteworks Mobile
Apps for iOS and Android.
Our solution also provides several configurable options for your IT administrators to centrally manage and control
mobile access to corporate resources. Mobile access can be enabled or disabled and access levels can be set for
users depending on security requirements.

Mobile Communication: Securing Mobile Networks
SSL/TLS Network Communication
Our applications use APIs to communicate with the Kiteworks server. All communications, including downloads
and uploads, are performed using SSL/TLS. Kiteworks Mobile Apps will only accept certificates that have been
installed in Trusted Credentials or Configuration Profiles on the device.

Secure Authentication
Our Mobile Apps support authentication through LDAP, ensuring that only authorized users gain access to secure folders.

PIN and Touch ID
As with the desktop client, Kiteworks uses OAuth authentication for mobile user sign-in to the server. Users
are required to enter their user name and password on the web browser. Upon successful authentication, the
application retrieves an access token from the server that is used in further communications with the server. iOS
users have the option of using Touch ID instead of a PIN.
During the lifetime of the access token, the user is not required to re-sign in to the Kiteworks Mobile App and
simply enters a six-digit PIN.
PIN settings are configurable. IT administrators can choose to require users to enter their PIN every time they
access the Kiteworks Mobile App, or after a particular time interval has passed, or while in offline mode. If the
correct PIN is not entered within the maximum number of tries allowed, all of the previously downloaded data is
deleted from the device, and the user is forced to re-sign in and re-set his/her PIN. Alternatively, IT administrators
also have the option of not requiring users to enter a PIN.
The access token, PIN, and other policies configurable by the IT administrator are securely stored in the Mobile
App’s user preferences or keychain.
The user has the option to re-set his/her PIN at any time. When the PIN is re-set, the user is required to sign in again.
The Mobile App then retrieves the Data Encryption Key (DEK) from the server and locally re-encrypts the DEK using a
new key based on the new PIN. Locally stored files remain encrypted. Resetting the PIN only affects the local GateKey,
which is used to encrypt the DEK. Every time the PIN is reset, the DEK is re-calculated and re-encrypted with the new
GateKey. Local files however never change because the DEK never changes.
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Mobile Data Encryption: Securing Mobile Data
All access from a mobile device to the Kiteworks server uses HTTPS channels and OAuth authentication.
Users are required to enter a six-digit passphrase when they access encrypted files downloaded to the mobile
device through Kiteworks Mobile Apps.
Files are stored in a secure container with 256-bit AES encryption while at rest. Files shared with others via e-mail
are sent via the SSL/TLS protocol.
The Kiteworks Mobile App for iOS uses the iOS keychain wrapper and AES-256. The Kiteworks Mobile App for
Android also uses AES-256.
The Mobile App will perform its own encryption of user names, passwords, and other sensitive data into the iOS
keychain wrapper, which is a secure wrapper included in the iOS. This prevents other applications from accessing
the data by using the certificate that was used to sign into the app as a key for the keychain.
All file data downloaded from the server is encrypted using AES-256. The key is generated on user authentication
to protect the data from unauthorized users gaining access to the application. The key is stored in the iOS
keychain wrapper.
The data for the application is encrypted when it is received from the secure channel to the server over the HTTPS
protocol. The data is stored on the device in the encrypted form. The files are only decrypted to read, display, and
edit the data.
Data is removed from memory when the file data is no longer needed.

Encryption on iOS
The Kiteworks Mobile App for iOS creates a 256-bit Data Encryption Key (DEK) upon initial user login. The DEK is
sent to the server and also stored on the device to enable file access while offline. The DEK is used to encrypt and
decrypt files that have been downloaded to the user’s devices. Whenever the application starts, it retrieves the
DEK from the server (assuming the network connection is available); otherwise, it is retrieved from the local device.
For additional security, the DEK is encrypted by a second encryption key, a GateKey, which is encrypted and stored
on the device in the keychain wrapper but not on the actual device.

Encryption on Android
The Kiteworks Mobile App for Android creates a 256-bit DEK upon initial user login with a PIN. The DEK is sent to
the server and also stored on the device to enable file access while offline. The DEK is used to encrypt and decrypt
files that have been downloaded to the user’s devices. Whenever the application starts, it retrieves the DEK from
the server (assuming the network connection is available); otherwise, it is retrieved from the local device.
For additional security, the DEK is encrypted by a second encryption key, a GateKey, and stored encrypted on the
device in User Preferences; the second encryption key is not stored on the device.
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The Enterprise Remains in Control
Security Features Under Administrator Control
Kiteworks provides IT administrators with control over key security features on Kiteworks Mobile Apps, the web
client, and the desktop client.

Remote Wipe of Mobile Devices
IT administrators can immediately disable a Kiteworks session if a smartphone or tablet is lost or stolen. The IT
administrator sends the remote wipe command to delete all content downloaded from a Kiteworks server from
the compromised device, including the cached login information (DEK) from the user’s preferences. The remote
wipe command wipes only content stored in Kiteworks, not on the entire device, maintaining separation between
personal and corporate data. If the user finds the device, s/he is required to re-sign in, at which point Kiteworks
retrieves the DEK from the server and stores it on the device again.
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Access to Enterprise Connectors
IT administrators can securely integrate mobile users with enterprise content sources such as SharePoint,
Windows File Share, OpenText (Documentum, Livelink and Content Server), Google Drive, Box, and Dropbox. Invalid
logins to EC sources are logged in the Activity report of administrator interface.

IP Restrictions for Enterprise Content Sources
IT administrators can specify the IP addresses from which web and mobile users can access enterprise content
sources. For example, if company policy requires users to be inside the corporate network when accessing
enterprise content sources; the IT administrator can specify these company IP addresses.

User Role Restrictions
Out of the box, Kiteworks provides user roles to enable control of end-user actions. In addition, IT administrators
can create custom user profiles by which they manage user rights and permissions. IT administrators can also
clone a custom profile from an existing profile and specify the users that will have that profile. Profiles determine if
users can perform the following actions:
•

Send files to external users

•

Create shared folders

•

Sign in with 2FA/MFA

•

Have SFTP access

•

Have access to collaboration and Kiteworks folders

•

Set Desktop Client to encrypt synced data when not in use
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Custom LDAP/AD Mapping
Kiteworks enables IT administrators to define LDAP/AD filters for custom user profiles which can then be applied
to multiple users at once. Rather than configuring user permissions individually, IT administrators that establish
profiles for specific user roles and manage all those profiles and policies centrally in LDAP and Microsoft Active
Directory. Also, if an IT administrator manages user roles centrally in LDAP/AD, s/he can set up an automatic
mapping of roles to Kiteworks profiles so the right privileges are applied automatically.

Application Whitelisting
Kiteworks allows IT administrators to whitelist the third-party applications that are allowed to edit files downloaded
to iOS and Android devices when our integrated mobile editor does not support them. Using Kiteworks' “Open In”
feature, a file downloaded to a device can be edited by third-party Android applications installed on the device.
When a file is edited by third-party applications, it is decrypted temporarily and shared with those applications.
When the editing process is completed in the external application and the user uploads the file back to Kiteworks,
the file is saved in encrypted form.

Domain Whitelisting
Kiteworks also allows IT administrators to whitelist domains to ensure content sharing is only allowed with
businesses your organization approves of.

MDM Integration
Kiteworks can be used in conjunction with any MDM solution. Kiteworks also provides wrapped apps for MobileIron
and Blackberry (Good Technology). MDM integration enables IT administrators to ensure that users download only
authorized apps, have the latest software updates, and don’t use excessive bandwidth.

Request File Controls per User Profile
Kiteworks gives IT administrators granular policy controls for limiting the ways that various categories of users
can request files from external users. IT administrators can control how much freedom internal users have when
making decisions about link expiration periods, the number of files to be uploaded, and whether external users are
required to authenticate themselves.

Enforced Security of Email Message Bodies
IT administrators have the option of requiring all email message bodies through Kiteworks to be secured.

Hash “Fingerprint” on Sent Files
IT administrators can control whether all files sent through Kiteworks include “fingerprint” MD5 hash codes, which
are displayed with file links in recipients’ emails. Recipients can use a third-party tool to generate the MD5 hash
of any downloaded file and compare it to the MD5 hash transmitted with Kiteworks to ensure the file has not been
tampered with. Even if IT administrators do not mandate the use MD5 hashes, end users can optionally include
them to provide recipients with a means of ensuring that transmitted files retain their integrity.
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Configurable Terms of Service
IT administrators can set policies that require users to click through a legal notice when logging in. IT
administrators can assign different policies and notices to different user profiles, such as internal users and
external users. As a result, internal users don’t have to waste time performing unneeded steps.

Security Features Under End-user Control
End-users can apply the following security features at the file level:

Documents
End-users can control who can upload, download, view, print, edit, or send documents. They can also withdraw a
document previously sent by Kiteworks email. End-users can also set a document’s expiration date.

Watermarks
When an end user emails a file, Kiteworks places by default a custom watermark in the file that is unique to the file
recipient. The sender can choose to add additional information to the watermark. (Watermarks may have custom
content specified by the Kiteworks Administrator as well.)

Authentication
When emailing files from Kiteworks, end-users can apply security settings to specify whether the recipient must
authenticate his/her identity before downloading the file. While authentication is necessary to capture the audit
trail, some use cases do not require users to take this additional step.

Access Control Lists
When emailing files from Kiteworks, end users can control who can download the file via the secure link, how long
the secure link will work, and how many downloads the secure link will allow.

Secure Email Body
End users can secure the email body in addition to the attachments. Recipients will get a secure link to access the
email body, which directs them to authenticate with Kiteworks to access the message content.
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Special Forces: Content in Other Apps
Kiteworks provides Content Connectors to enable users to securely access enterprise content stored in other
applications anytime, anywhere, without a VPN. This applies to content stored on Microsoft SharePoint®, OpenText
(Documentum, Livelink, and Content Server), and Windows File Shares (CIFS or DFS) as well as cloud content
stores such as SharePoint Online, Microsoft OneDrive, Box, and Google Drive.
Kiteworks Content Connectors enable enterprises to leverage their existing enterprise infrastructure instead of
replicating content on external file stores, thus simplifying and supporting corporate information management,
compliance and security policies, and enabling enterprise control over every aspect of the deployment.

Kiteworks content connectors

Key points to know about Kiteworks Content Connectors:
•

Each Enterprise Content Management system (ECM) securely communicates to Kiteworks using HTTPS and a
secure Web Socket connection.

•

Kiteworks provides proxy support for internal users to access the login screens of all supported cloud storage
vendors, including: Box, Dropbox, Google Drive, OneDrive for Business, and SharePoint Online.

•

Kiteworks supports both classic and claims-based authentication with NTLM and Basic methods for
SharePoint 2010 and 2013.

•

Kiteworks authenticates users against enterprise Active Directory server to ensure that only authenticated
users can access content.

•

Kiteworks respects existing users, groups and roles that are in in place for content and does not change any
access controls or user permissions.

•

Kiteworks maintains existing information hierarchy so that documents continue to exist in the relevant context
in which they were published.
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•

Kiteworks maintains “Document of Record” to enable users to access the most current copy of the document
stored in SharePoint and does not duplicate the content to other systems in order to prevent compromising
back-end policy systems such as Data Loss Prevention (DLP) and Records Management (RM).

•

Kiteworks provides complete logs for all content access that occurs through its platform, whether the content
exists on the platform or on a connected ECM. These logs can be downloaded and exported to third-party
reporting and auditing systems.

•

IT administrators can centrally provision users and manage security policies, including access rights for
auditing, reporting, and demonstrating compliance.

•

Kiteworks provides the ability to apply security and privacy scans on content uploaded to or downloaded from
a connected ECM. These files can be scanned for viruses, malware, or sent to a DLP system to be scanned for
sensitive content.

Conclusion
Kiteworks is the leading platform for private cloud external file sharing governance, and the innovative and
advanced security capabilities of the Kiteworks platform ensures that your data is always secure, confidential,
accurate, reliable, available, and under your control.

Copyright © 2022 Kiteworks. Kiteworks' mission is to empower organizations to effectively manage risk in every send,
share, receive, and save of sensitive content. The Kiteworks platform provides customers with a Private Content Network
that delivers content governance, compliance, and protection. The platform unifies, tracks, controls, and secures sensitive
content moving within, into, and out of their organization, significantly improving risk management and ensuring regulatory
compliance on all sensitive content communications.
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